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The following restrictions apply to the H8SX Family products when using the block transfer instructions stated below.

Please take this information into consideration when using the products.

The check tool can be downloaded from the following URL:
http://www.renesas.com/fmwk.jsp?cnt=/download_search_results.jsp&fp=/support/downloads/download_results&layerId=1011

[Applicable block transfer instructions]

MOVMD.B  MOVMD.W  MOVMD.L  MOVSD

[Restrictions]

When instruction 1 or 2 stated below is used to set ER5 before MOVMD/MOVSD, do not place MOVMD/MOVSD immediately after instruction 1 or 2.

[Setting instruction 1]  <instruction> @<source>,  ER5/R5/E5/R5H/R5L
<instruction> is one of the following instructions which involve memory access on the source side.

MOV, LDM, MOVFPE, POP

<instruction> is one of the following 7 types of arithmetic operation instructions.

MULS, MULS/U, MULU, MULU/U, MULXS, MULXU, STMAC

[Example of prohibited usage]

MOV.L     @ER1,ER5 ← Load from memory
MOVMD.B

Likewise, when instruction 1 or 2 stated below is used to set ER6 before MOVMD.L, do not place MOVMD.L immediately after instruction 1 or 2.

[Setting instruction 1]  <instruction> @<source>  ER6/R6/R6L
<instruction> is one of the following instructions which involve memory access on the source side.

MOV, LDM, MOVFPE, POP
[Setting instruction 2]  <instruction> <source>,  ER6/R6/R6L

<instruction> is one of the following 7 types of arithmetic operation instructions.

MULS, MULS/U, MULU, MULU/U, MULXS, MULXU, STMAC

[Example of prohibited usage]

MOV.L   @ER1,ER6  ← Load from memory
MOVMD.L

With Renesas H8, H8S, and H8SX C/C++Compiler, using the facilities listed below may lead to generation of code that violates the above restrictions, therefore we advise that you not use them.

If any of the facilities listed below is used, please check the assembly code listing for cases of the prohibited usages and correct any that are found before using the code.

- -eepmov option specification
- Call of built-in functions (movmd, movsd)
- Inline expansion of memcpy or strcpy with -library=i specified
- Assembly language embedding by __asm, #pragma asm ..... #pragma endasm